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AUDUBON COLORADO CHAPTER 

LEGISLATIVE WRAP UP REPORT 

7, May, 2015 

Jen Boulton 

 

So, we have survived another session. It was a long 120 days. This year seemed longer than usual 

since almost all of our efforts were on stopping a huge number of bad bills. Not only were there 

attacks on a variety of environmental programs, but the attacks just kept coming. Every time we 

killed a bill, another one seemed to take its place. In the end, while we were unable to take many 

meaningful steps forward, we were successful in continuing a few programs, and just as important, 

we stopped every major attack on that which we hold dear. Here’s a brief look back at our session. 

 

PRIORITY BILLS 

 

*SB93 TAKINGS         (Sonnenberg) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB 93 was the first full takings bill we’d seen in a number of years. It required local governments to 

compensate mineral owners for any oil and gas regulations imposed which reduced some 

hypothetical future profit margin by 60%.  The bill passed the Senate on a party line vote (actually 

18-15, but two Democrats were excused).  We were successful in killing the bill in the House. 

 

*SB64 SKI RIGHTS       (Sonnenberg, Becker J.) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead  

SB64 was the annual attack on the Forest Service land use policy. The bill prohibited USFS and BLM 

from imposing any condition which required a transfer in ownership of a water right, OR which 

resulted in reduction of water available to the water right owner. The last section specifically 

implicated bypass flows, which are conditions requiring water rights owners to allow a portion of 

their water right to remain in the stream to protect riparian values under certain circumstances. 

There was language which exempted federal reserved water rights. There was also some language 

to ostensibly exempt bypass flow authority, but the plain language contradicted that exemption. 
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The interesting thing about the bill this year is that the entire bill was constructed as a legislative 

declaration. Though it was a numbered declaration, and contained a severability clause (something 

we’ve never seen in a declaration before), it was somewhat unclear exactly what legal force the bill 

might have – even if it weren’t struck down by the courts for being a blatant violation of the 

supremacy clause, and for creating special legislation with a class of one. The bill passed with 11 no 

votes in the Senate. The vote was disheartening, but still actually better than expected given the 

heavy lobbying that the proponents did.  Again, thanks to strong leadership in the House, we were 

able to kill the bill. We continued to work with proponents on a possible solution, as we may not 

always be so fortunate. 

 

*HB1065 SMALL BUSINESS REGULATION     (Szabo, Neville) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1065 was a rerun from the last several years.  The bill defined a small business as any business 

having fewer than 100 employees. Any such business which violated a new rule or regulation, 

implemented by any agency within one year, could not be sanctioned except by a written warning, 

and the opportunity to learn about how to comply with the regulation. 

 

*SB180 SMALL BUSINESS REGULATION     (Neville, Neville) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB180 was yet another rerun of a bill we’ve seen several times. It required that the first “minor” 

violation of any rule or regulation was punishable only by a warning and an opportunity for 

education on compliance with the rule. 

 

*HB1110 STATE AGENCY SUNSET       (Szabo) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1110 required the Department of Regulatory Agencies to conduct an annual review of each State 

Agency to determine whether such agency should be continued. 

 

*SB92 MULTI-AGENCY REVIEW OF CARBON PLAN     (Cooke) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB92 required the PUC to approve any proposal from CDPHE to comply with federal carbon 

standards. The PUC was specifically directed to deny any plan which would result in a rate change 
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of more than 2%. Additionally, the bill requires the legislature to approve any regulatory proposal 

to meet federal carbon standards by a 2/3 majority in both the House and the Senate. 

 

*SB258 REVIEW OF CARBON RULES       (Cooke, Dore) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB258 was a redraft of a bill which died earlier in the session. It required the PUC to analyze any 

proposed rule to meet federal CO2 standards for cost effects to ratepayers, and also required 

legislative approval before any proposed rules are implemented. 

 

*HB1044 LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF RULES     (Klingenschmitt) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1044 gave the legislature veto authority over executive branch rules. Under current law, the 

legislature has the power to review rules to determine whether the agency had legal authority to 

promulgate rules on a given topic. They do NOT have the authority to comment on the policy or 

implementation of the rules. HB1044 sought to change that. The bill allowed the legislature to 

involve itself in the policy decisions of the executive branch. While members of the legislature have 

often sought ways to exert additional control over the executive agencies, the Constitution is a fairly 

sizable barrier.  

 

*HB1210 LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF ENVIRO RULES    (Dore) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1210 required the general assembly to approve any rules promulgated by CDPHE for 

compliance with federal environmental laws. Such approval had to occur before the proposed rules 

could be implemented. 

 

*HB1006 PHREATOPHYTE MANAGEMENT GRANTS  (Coram, Sonnenberg) 

Position: Support as amended        Status: Passed 

HB1006 is an interim water committee bill. The bill creates and funds (at $5M per year for five 

years) a new program for removal and control of phreatophytes. The fund is administered under 

the noxious weed management fund, housed in the Dept. of Agriculture. The stated intent of the 

fund is to eliminate phreatophytes.  Although the bill specifically references Russian Olive and 

Tamarisk, the definition of “invasive phreatophyte” is nonexistent. Given the critical nature native 
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phreatophytes play in the ecosystem, a definition to preclude the rampant removal of Willow or 

Cottonwood is important. 

 

In the House Ag committee, we were able to attach two amendments which fix the problems with 

the bill. First, the new fund is tightly tied to the existing noxious weed statute, which essentially 

precludes removal of native vegetation. Second, all projects proposed under the new section, must 

be approved by the affected basin roundtable. This allows for public discussion and scrutiny of the 

projects. A third amendment was also added, which raised some additional flags. Instead of being 

funded from general tax revenue, the bill is now funded as a tier 2 program of the severance tax. 

This amendment has the effect of reducing the level of funding available to existing tier 2 projects, 

including aquatic nuisance species, the existing CWCB tamarisk control program, and low income 

energy assistance (which isn’t our issue, but is highly contentious between the parties under the 

dome).  

 

After a tremendous amount of negotiation, the bill was rewritten. In its final form, it authorizes 

CWCB to allocate up to $2M for 2 years from severance taxes as a tier 2 priority. The new fund is 

administered by CWCB, and is closely aligned with the mission and goals of the existing tamarisk 

removal program. With the compromise in place, the bill passed on the final day of the session. 

 

*HB1093 REPEAL HIGH EFFICIENCY FIXTURES      (Dore) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1093 was a flat repeal of the water sense fixtures bill passed in 2014. 

 

*SB39 CONCURRENT JURISDICTION ON FEDERAL PROPERTY (Lambert, Humphrey) 

Position: Oppose         Status:  Dead 

SB39 was the now annual bill to give the state equal say over what happens on federal land. With 

the change in Senate leadership, the bill passed committee, and passed the floor of the Senate.  

 

There was a seven page amendment which was intended to limit the bill to firefighting and chain of 

command issues. Unfortunately, the amendment merely clouded the issue, and the bill remained 

problematic.  Thanks to the State Affairs committee in the House, we were able to kill the bill. 
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*SB232 CEDE FEDERAL LANDS – STUDY    (Baumgardner, Coram) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB232 was another attempt at demanding that the Federal Government cede public lands to the 

State. This year, it was crafted as a study. The bill created a 15 member task force, and charged it 

with studying the cession of federal lands to the State. It had all the same issues as its predecessor 

bills, along with the additional issue of requiring counties to pay a per diem to commissioners for 

service on the task force. Though the bill passed out of the Senate Ag committee, it died on the floor 

of the Senate. 

 

*SB206 CONSERVATION EASEMENTS     (Hodge, Garnett) 

Position: Support          Status: Passed 

Under current law, the tax credit for conservation easements is 50% of the total value of the 

property, up to a maximum credit of $1M. Sb206 modifies that formula by raising the credit amount 

to 75% of the first $100,000 in land value, and 50% thereafter. The bill also raises the cap on the 

credit to $1.5M. As introduced, this is all the bill does, however, the title also references 

streamlining of the application process, and reducing standards for endangered species mitigation. 

There is no reason not to support the introduced bill, but we need to be extremely vigilant for 

damaging amendments! 

 

*HB1249 RECODIFY WATER QUALITY FEES    (Becker, Hodge) 

Position: Support         Status: Passed 

HB1249 reorganizes the water quality fees within CDPHE. It doesn’t raise any fees, but does 

categorize them into a number of different funds. The bill also permits CDPHE to include a 

nonrefundable application fee which counts toward the discharge fee. 

 

*SB8 WATER CONSERVATION IN LAND USE PLANNING   (Roberts, Vigil) 

Position:  Support         Status: Passed 

 

SB8 expands on the concept that water conservation needs to be part of land use planning. The bill 

requires CWCB to develop a training program demonstrating the importance and benefit of 

including water conservation measures throughout the planning process. The bill further allows 

CWCB to “consider” whether cities over a threshold size have completed the training program when 

deciding whether to award grants and loans. 
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The bill is a great first step, though there is no direction as to what should be included in the 

proposed training program. Getting some direction into the bill, as well as strengthening the 

requirement for participation by municipalities would be definite improvements.  

 

*HB1252 HEALTHY RIVERS CHECKOFF    (Mitsch-Bush, Sonnenberg) 

Position: Support         Status:  Passed 

This bill will extend the Healthy Rivers tax check-off for six years. 

 

OTHER BILLS 

 

HB1118 HYDRO         (Brown) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1118 added all traditional hydropower, and pumped hydropower to the Renewable Energy 

Standard. The bill effectively granted renewable energy credit to all existing and future hydro 

development regardless of ecological impact. It also had the effect of filling the existing standard 

with previously constructed hydro plants, thus eliminating the effective incentives for renewable 

development.  

 

HB1099 BEARS        (Willett, Scott) 

Position:  Oppose         Status: Dead 

Current law, as enacted by citizen initiative, prohibits bear hunting between March 1, and 

September 1, when cubs are completely dependent. HB1099 changed the dates to prohibit hunting 

between Nov 1, and July 31.  

 

The bill was pulled by the sponsor in anticipation of a working group, and a possible late bill to 

allow earlier start dates in targeted areas, where bear populations have significantly increased. 
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HB1304 BEARS (TIMES 2)       (Lebsock, Balmer) 

Position: Support         Status: Passed  

HB1304 creates a task force to study human bear conflict. The group is to report back to the 

legislature within a year with recommendations for alleviating conflict.  

 

HB1329 OHV TASK FORCE       (Brown, Roberts) 

Position: Monitor/Support        Status: Passed 

HB1329 formalizes the working group which has been discussing the OHV issue for the last several 

years. It also adds a legislative presence, which is good from an educational perspective, as it gives 

the legislators an opportunity to see how hard the group has worked over the last several years. 

 

HB1167 SOUTH PLATTE WATER STUDY      (Brown) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

HB1167 requires the CWCB to undertake a study of all storage options in the South Platte basin, 

regardless of whether previous studies have deemed them infeasible. The bill specifically 

references the Narrows project. The study is also to examine the feasibility of piping Missouri River 

water into the State to fill new Front Range reservoirs.  

Studying the feasibility of infeasible storage locations seems to be a colossal waste of money. 

Additionally, there are significant issues associated with interstate transbasin diversions. The bill 

was significantly amended in House Ag, however, some underlying issues remain. 

 

SB81 LOTTERY FOR BIKE TRAILS       (Crowder) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB81 created a legislative intent that the local government and State Parks shares of lottery 

revenues, and the GOCO quadrant to State Parks, could be used for construction or expansion of 

bike trails and bike lanes. 

 

SB44 REDUCE RENEWABLE ENERGY STANDARD    (Scott, Thurlow) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

SB44 reduced the RES for investor owned utilities (XCEL) to a flat 15% as originally called for 

under Amendment 37. Currently, these utilities are required to reach 20 percent by the end of the 
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year, and 30% by the year 2020. XCEL is nearing 30% now, and will certainly reach that standard 

well before the 2020 deadline.   

 

SB9 WOODY BIOMASS INCENTIVES IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS   (Jones, Hamner) 

Position:  Amend         Status:  Dead 

SB9 was a further attempt to incentivize uses for beetle kill. It created a grant program of up to $5M 

over five years for public entities that use beetle kill as a fuel source for biomass programs. As 

usual, however, there were a few problems in that the bill wasn’t specifically limited to beetle kill. 

Also, while forest health and sustainability were included as criteria for selecting grant recipients, 

so was expansion of logging, or the “forest products” industry.  

 

SB46 SOLAR GARDENS COUNT AS DISTRIBUTIVE GENERATION  (Grantham, Moreno) 

Position:  Support as amended        Status: Passed  

SB46 has two parts. The first could be okay, the second, less so.  First, the bill clarifies that energy 

purchased from solar gardens counts toward the distributive generation requirement of the 

renewable energy standard. Since solar gardens were originally a way for individuals in community 

housing situations to gain access to net metering benefits, the concept of counting them toward DG 

is fine. There are a few issues surrounding changes to the solar garden statute and corporate 

benefits, but they aren’t insurmountable.  

 

The second part of the bill is more problematic. The bill gives a three to one offset credit for energy 

purchased from solar gardens. In other words, each kilowatt hour purchased by a utility from a 

solar garden, counts as three kilowatt hours under the DG requirement. This creates a much larger 

incentive toward corporate development of solar gardens, than toward individual net metering. In 

committee, this section of the bill was removed. The committee also adjusted the first section of the 

bill, to essentially apply to co-ops rather than to everyone. 

 

SB212 STORMWATER FACILITIES     (Sonnenberg, Winter) 

Position: Support         Status: Passed 

SB212 stems from recent litigation in which plaintiffs claimed that retaining water in storm-water 

facilities injured their water rights. Several water providers which operate storm-water 

impoundments (like Denver Water) both for flood control, and for water quality protection in other 

facilities; are seeking clarification that these holding ponds/facilities do not constitute injury to 

downstream users. 
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HB1277 SPECIES CONSERVATION TRUST FUND    (Vigil, Sonnenberg) 

Position: Support         Status: Passed 

HB1277 is the annual appropriation of monies from the species conservation trust fund. This year 

(among other things) the bill includes $1M for monitoring of native fish populations, $1M for 

control of non-native species in the Upper Colorado, and $500,000 to lease water for ISF on the 

Colorado main-stem for endangered fish recovery. 

 

HB1225 FEDERAL LAND COORDINATION     (Rankin, Roberts) 

Position: Support         Status: Passed 

HB1225 creates a process by which the State can provide assistance to smaller counties which may 

need help navigating the Federal Lands participation and comment process. 

 

HB1005 STATE PARKS ADMISSION FOR VETS     (Navarro) 

Position:  Oppose         Status: Dead 

The bill required Colorado Parks and Wildlife to promulgate rules allowing military veterans free 

admission into all state parks. While we support our vets, and Parks already offers free admission 

on a number of days throughout the year, this proposal wasn’t great. As an enterprise under 

TABOR, our Parks system is now almost exclusively reliant on entrance fees.  Additionally, the State 

parks’ budget has been decimated over the last several years. Asking them to absorb another 

financial blow could have been a death knell. 

 

HB1016 RAIN WATER HARVESTING     (Coram, Sonnenberg) 

Position:  Support         Status: Passed 

HB1016 is another interim committee bill. It has several sections, some of which are highly 

complicated, but the intent is fairly straightforward. The first few sections direct CWCB to revisit 

the criteria for participation in the current pilot program. It requires CWCB to update the program 

and make some changes to make it more user friendly (so that more than one applicant will 

participate).   

 

The complicated section allows applicants credit under augmentation plans for water “lost to the 

system”.  Essentially this means that the project does not have to replace water they collect in 

cisterns which was previously consumed by native vegetation that has now been replaced by 

streets, houses, and other infrastructure. 
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HB1243 PARKS TRUST FUND      (Vigil, Sonnenberg)  

Position: Support         Status: Passed 

HB1243 creates a fund to receive monies from mineral leases on State Parks land. It permits 

expenditure of the interest, and a percentage of the principal for mitigation purposes. 

 

SB83 CORA CHANGES          (Hill) 

Position: Oppose         Status:  Dead 

SB83 made all nonprofit organizations subject to the open records act if they received money from 

the State. There was confusion over language involving receipt of money on behalf of a state 

employee, which seemed to be an attempt to target the bill toward public employee unions, but the 

bill was extremely vague, and broadly written. 

 

HB1278 AG WATER FOR MJ CULTIVATION       (Vigil) 

Position: Oppose/Monitor        Status: Dead 

HB1278 allowed irrigators to change water from other agricultural uses to marijuana irrigation 

without going through water court. Generally, part of a decreed water right is the use to which the 

water will be put. Eliminating the need for a declared use seemed a bit speculative. Though the bill 

was limited in its applicability, this was a slippery slope…. 

 

SB75 EXEMPT WELLS      (Grantham, Lundeen) 

Position: Oppose         Status: Dead 

Exempt wells are a statutory creation. They are small, domestic wells which are exempt from 

requirements to augment streams for out of priority depletions. SB75 allowed expanded use of 

exempt wells to irrigate up to 1 acre of commercial crops. The bill vastly increased the amount of 

water which could be used before augmentation requirements were imposed by the State Engineer. 

 

HB1159 INSTREAM FLOW TAX CREDIT     (Arndt, Donovan) 

Position: Support         Status: Dead 

HB1159 extended the tax credit for donation of a water right for instream flow. The bill extended 

the credit for five years. As the program had not been used due to some restrictive language, 

HB1159 corrected the fiscal problem, by making the credit more reliable, and allowing credits to be 

carried forward. Finally, HB1159 allowed donated rights to be used for improvement of the 
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environment, not just preservation. In House Ag, the “or improve” language was removed, but that 

concession wasn’t enough to save the bill. With the demise of the bill, the program will to expire 

this year 

 

HB1259 RAIN BARRELS       (Esgar, Merrifield) 

Position: Support         Status: Dead 

HB1259 allowed use of up to 2 rain barrels with a combined capacity of 100 gallons. Water may be 

collected from residential rooftops, and used for outdoor irrigation. 

 

SB183 HISTORIC CONSUMPTIVE USE     (Hodge, Arndt) 

Position: Oppose         Status:  Passed 

SB183 is an inordinately complicated bill. It seems to be primarily an attempt to direct the outcome 

of a pending Supreme Court case. It has other components, however, which complicate the picture. 

 

First, the bill lays out a host of things that must be considered by the court during change cases,  

including both wet and dry periods, not requiring consideration of use during the entire existence 

of the right, and specifically excluding times of historic nonuse (this has the effect of making the 

amount of water in question larger). 

 

Second, the bill precludes re-quantification of a right based solely on the judicial decisions involving 

other rights on the same ditch system. This section is a rewrite of a bill which has already died this 

session. There is a pending court case specifically dealing with this issue in the State Supreme Court 

now. Though we oppose the bill, it isn’t a high priority. 

 

HB1038 FLEX MARKETING       (Arndt, Hodge) 

Position:  Support         Status: Dead 

HB1038 was a rerun of last year’s flex marketing bill. The concept was simple; allow water users to 

install efficiencies, and then lease the water they save. Unfortunately, nothing in water law is 

simple. Defining the water that was saved, establishing parameters for determination of injury, and 

setting operational guidelines for the State Engineer were just a few of the headaches involved in 

crafting this bill. Rep Fischer worked on it for three years, and Rep Arndt continued the fight. Each 

year gets a little closer, however, and we need to continue to engage in the development of the bill. 
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HB1054 OHVs          (Brown) 

Position:  Support         Status: Dead 

HB1054 was the nearly annual OHV bill. It allowed OHV owners to register their vehicles with the 

State, and display a visible ID in exchange for some additional access to county roads. The issue was 

a quagmire of competing interests. Until this year, it had proven impossible to find a path that 

satisfies all stakeholders.  

 

After a tremendous amount of negotiation, we were able to reach a compromise with the State 

Patrol, which allowed the bill to pass unanimously out of its first committee. Unfortunately, the 

fiscal implications were still a significant problem.  Without a solution to the TABOR implications, 

the bill was doomed. There was another bill introduced to create a task force looking at possible 

solutions to both the underlying policy issue, and the financial morass. 

 

SB253 CWCB PROJECTS       (Sonnenberg, Vigil) 

Position: Monitor         Status: Passed 

SB253 is the annual funding bill for CWCB projects. This year is nearly all additional funding for 

ongoing programs and projects.  

 

HB1250 PERFORMANCE BASED UTILITY REGULATION    (Tyler, Jones) 

Position: Monitor         Status: Dead 

HB1250 allowed the PUC to consider factors beyond short term cost in rate setting proceedings. 

Some of the additional criteria that could have been considered included economic sustainability, 

generation efficiency, resilience and diversity of generation sources, and environmental factors 

such as water consumption or carbon emissions. 

 

HB1132 TAX CREDIT ENERGY EFFICIENCY      (Coram,) 

Position: Monitor         Status: Passed 

HB1132 allows a state income tax credit for homeowners who install energy efficient upgrades. The 

credit is graduated from $1000-$2000 depending on the BTU rating of the upgrade. The bill 

requires homeowners to obtain a credit certificate from the Governor’s Energy Office. In order to 

obtain the certificate, homeowners must complete both pre and post upgrade energy audits.  
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HB1364 HYDRO INSPECTIONS     (Mitsch Bush, Sonnenberg) 

Position: Watch         Status: Passed 

HB1364 adjusted the inspection process for very small hydro facilities (less than 100KW). There 

were some logistical issues with how electrical safety inspections were obtained after last year’s 

bill. HB1364 aligns the process with the existing process for small wind facilities. 

 

SB198 EXPAND FALLOWING TO NONMUNICIPAL USES   (Crowder, Vigil) 

Position: Monitor         Status: Passed 

SB198 expands the existing fallowing statute. Currently, water from fallowed land may only be 

leased to municipalities. SB198 allows the water to be leased for any use, including other Ag uses, 

industrial uses, environmental, or recreational uses. 

 

SB121 WATER AND POWER LOANS TO NONPROFITS   (Crowder, Dore) 

Position: Monitor         Status:  Passed 

SB121 allows the Water and Power development authority to issue loans to nonprofit entities for 

infrastructure improvements. Based on testimony, the intent is aimed at very small entities which 

do not have the resources to incorporate as conservation or conservancy districts. Since Water and 

Power can only make loans for drinking water and wastewater treatment facilities, NOT raw water 

facilities, the possible damaging effects are minimal. There is some concern that in tight times, 

prioritization might cause problems, but Water and Power didn’t seem worried about those 

possibilities. 

 

So that’s it for this session. It was pretty successful overall, especially given the 

animosity between the chambers. Enjoy the summer, and we’ll gear up again in 

September or so!!  

Jen 
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